Present: Logs Cluster, UNICEF, WVI, STC, French Red Cross, ATLAS, UNDP, GAA, UNFPA, IFRC, CARE, ACF, IOM, WFP

AGENDA:

Following an initial meeting on August 28th, to agree on cost sharing modalities and clearly establish user groups for the continuing operations in the hubs after the departure of the Logistics Cluster on August 10th.

How long organization will be in hub and people leaving or joining user group

The idea is to have the current organizations form the initial user group.

Pyapon – ACF until end September
UNICEF, CARE – end December (CARE hopes longer)
IOM – 6 months
WVI – end April
STC – 1 year plus
WFP – 2 to end November, 1 to April
CARE – 1,000 per month, no lead in terms of management
STC will commit but no figure. Won’t take lead.
WVI wants cost sharing but won’t take lead
Each hub make own decision at hub level
Look at covering now until December
Pyapon in hub wants cost sharing by component
No lead appointed yet
All will commit to percentage
ACF pay generator cost, the others pick up rest

Bogale – proportional cost sharing

UNDP against component idea. Longest agency takes responsibility. Cost recovery, cost per day per sqm. Commit to sqm per month. Commit to a certain date.
WFP/UNICEF – contracted staff. Others – fuel, security, repairs, generator
Smaller generator and less AC. User group must determine all this.

Average costs have been provided. Component cost sharing. Are any organizations prepared to commit funds right now?
CARE will commit but not sure how much or which component.
Waiting for response from WFP and UNICEF re staffing.
Too expensive for ACF, they will not keep the facility.
Pyapon – 10 units
Costs estimated 6,500 USD. 1,500 staffing. Could be divided per unit.
Open also to organizations that want to come in.
Look at what agencies are prepared to commit, not just a breakdown.
Handicap International-ATLAS want to do it, but no one wants to pay
Labutta has come to an agreement. WFP wants to take lead.
UNICEF, Merlin, WFP
Do we want one organization to take the lead and other users pay them a percentage of what each organization uses?
1 interagency warehouse available to NGOs, INGOs and agencies.
UNICEF until April

Org asked – One organization runs the hub and charges?
Opportunity to have this facility as an open facility for all.

Bogale
ACF, WFP, IOM – end December
UNICEF, UNDP – April
GAA – 1 year plus
Most want WFP to take the lead